Primary Maker: J. Hill
Title: Bride
Date: 1900-1940
Medium: Metal, paint
Dimensions: Each: 2 1/4 × 3/4 × 1/2 in. (5.7 × 1.9 × 1.3 cm)
Credit Line: Acquired with generous support from Bloomberg Philanthropies, Richard Gilder, and an anonymous donor
Object Number: 2014.31.4555.17a-f

Object Name: Wedding figures (set of six)
Classification: TOYS
Physical Description:
Farm figure. Wedding party. Set of six brides (a-f). Hollow cast. 54mm. Bride wears 1920s dress and veil. Holds bouquet in left hand and has right hand outstretched to hold groom. Color variant. One white dress (a). Three blue dresses (b-d). One pink dress (e). One lime green dress (f).

Markings: Impressed on back: "COPYRT / ENGLAND".
Related Objects: